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Formic acid molecules are trapped in two predominant local environments~sites! when isolated in
an argon matrix at 8 K. Using narrowband tunable infrared~IR! radiation, we performed
site-selective excitation of various vibrational modes of the lower-energytrans conformer. For all
excited modes, ranging from 7000 to 2950 cm21, we detected site-selective isomerization to the
higher-energycis form. By measuring the IR absorption of a selected band of thecis conformer as
a function of the excitation frequency, the reactive vibrational excitation~RVE! spectra were
obtained. Thetrans→cis isomerization quantum yields for the excited modes were determined.
Remarkably, very high absolute values were obtained for the quantum yield~up to 40%! at
excitation energies above the reaction barrier. The efficiency of the photoinduced isomerization is
essentially independent of the excited vibrational mode in a broad energy interval. Even when the
excitation energy was below the reaction barrier, IR-induced rotational isomerization was observed,
which indicates tunneling from the vibrationally excitedtransconformer to thecis form. Using the
RVE spectra, phonon sidebands were detected on the high-frequency side of the zero-phonon-line of
the OH stretching mode oftrans-formic acid. These weak and broad bands were not observed in the
absorption spectra. Additionally, a relatively narrow band blueshifted by 6 cm21 from the OH
stretching fundamental mode was assigned to a librational satellite based on simulations using the
hindered rotation model for an asymmetric top trapped in an octahedral crystal field. ©2003
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1624598#

I. INTRODUCTION

Infrared ~IR!-induced isomerization reactions in cryo-
genic matrices have been the subject of many studies since
the pioneering work oncis- and trans-HONO interconver-
sion by Baldeschwieler and Pimentel.1–3 The possibility of
mode-selective chemistry and optical control of reaction
pathways has been the motivation for many of these studies.
Particularly interesting is the conformer-selective photo-
chemistry controlled by narrowband IR irradiation.4 Low
temperature rare-gas matrices provide an unique environ-
ment for selective photochemistry. The low temperatures
suppress thermal reactions with significant activation energy,
hence enabling stabilization of high energy conformers once
they have been produced by photoinduced isomerization.

The quantum efficiency of the IR-induced rotational
isomerization depends on the probability of energy transfer
from the excited vibrational level to the reaction coordinate.
For an isolated molecule, the strength of the anharmonic
couplings and the density of states are the key factors affect-
ing the relaxation process.5 Many unimolecular reactions are
often interpreted assuming complete randomization of the
excitation energy among all degrees of freedom. This ap-
proach is valid if the intramolecular vibrational energy relax-
ation ~IVR! rates are much faster than the reaction rate.
Though the IVR dynamics is not simply related to the den-
sity of states, complete randomization of the excitation en-
ergy is more probable for high energy excitation where the
density of states is higher.6 On the other hand, if the IVR
rates are smaller or comparable with the reaction rate, the
reaction efficiency will depend not only on the energy con-
tent but also on the initially excited mode.7 In condensed
phase, the mechanisms for energy relaxation depend addi-
tionally on the guest–host interactions.8,9 Usually, photoin-
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duced rotamerization efficiencies are higher in Xe than in Ar
matrices, and in solid Kr the efficiencies are intermediate
between those two hosts.10 The solid host compensates the
energy mismatch between the intramolecular energy levels
involved in the energy relaxation by converting the excess
internal energy of the guest molecule into lattice phonons. As
an extreme case, one may expect the host to favor the relax-
ation pathway involving lower number of phonons.11 For for-
mic acid, the local matrix morphology is expected to influ-
ence the dynamics of energy relaxation at low excitation
energies~low density of states! due to its effect on the an-
harmonicity and intermode coupling constants.12 Therefore
the energy relaxation pathways and consequently photorota-
merization efficiencies might depend not only on the rare gas
used as host but also on local environment within the same
host.

Estimations of quantum yield for narrowband IR-
induced rotamerization have been previously reported.6,13–15

For isomerization of matrix-isolated 2,3-difluoropropene, the
quantum yield was shown to depend on excitation energy, on
host matrix, and also on the nature of the excited mode.13 For
HONO, the photoinduced isomerization exhibits mode spe-
cific behavior with the efficiency of bothcis→trans and the
trans→cis isomerization processes being'2.5 times higher
for excitation of the OH stretching fundamental as compared
to the first NvO stretching overtone,14 despite the similar
energies of these modes. For CH2D–CH2D isolated in solid
rare gases, the influence of the host and the nature of the
excited vibrational mode on the isomerization efficiency
were studied by resonant excitation of a number of vibra-
tional states of thegaucheand trans conformers.6 It was
concluded that the conversion efficiencies increase with the
excitation energy and the observed deviations from the mo-
notonous behavior were attributed to specific intramolecular
interactions controlling the dynamics of the energy relax-
ation.

Formic acid is one of the simplest molecules with rota-
tional isomerism. It has two stable planar structures, thecis
and trans conformers, represented in Fig. 1, thetrans form
being the conformational ground state. The gas phase energy
difference between these two forms was determined as
1365630 cm21 ~16 kJ mol21!.16 Extensive spectroscopic
studies have been carried out oncis and trans-formic acid

isolated in solid Ar, including several isotopologues.12,17–21

In an argon matrix, this molecule is mainly isolated in two
slightly different local environments as deduced from the IR
absorption spectrum, which reveals characteristic site split-
ting of the bands.12

In this work, the IR-inducedtrans→cis isomerization
process of formic acid is studied. The quantum yields for the
rotamerization induced by selective excitation of various vi-
brational modes of thetrans conformer in the 7000–2950
cm21 region are determined. As a development of our previ-
ous work,22 this article emphasizes local-environment effects
on the isomerization quantum yields, and the corresponding
results on the OH stretching overtone~2nOH! are added. The
solid-state effects on the rotamerization and absorption pro-
cesses are analyzed. In particular, phonon sidebands and li-
brational satellites of intramolecular vibrational transitions
are found using photorotamerization and IR absorption, re-
spectively.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS AND METHODOLOGY

The gaseous samples were prepared by mixing formic
acid ~KEBO LAB, .99%!, degassed by several freeze–
pump–thaw cycles, with high purity argon~AGA,
99.9999%!, typically in the 1:2000 proportion. The samples
were deposited onto a CsI substrate kept at 15 K in a closed
cycle helium cryostat~APD, DE 202A! and subsequently
cooled down to 8 K. Typically 60–70mm thick samples
were prepared. The IR absorption spectra~7900–400 cm21!
were measured with a Nicolet SX-60 FTIR spectrometer at 8
K. A liquid-nitrogen-cooled MCT detector and a KBr beam-
splitter were used to record the mid-IR spectra, with spectral
resolutions from 0.25 to 1.0 cm21, and a liquid-nitrogen-
cooled InSb detector and a quartz beamsplitter were used for
the near-IR spectra, with a spectral resolution of 0.5 cm21.
Typically 100–500 interferograms were co-added.

Tunable pulsed IR radiation provided by an optical para-
metric oscillator~OPO Sunlite, Continuum, with IR exten-
sion! was used to excite vibrationallytrans-HCOOH. The
pulse duration was'5 ns with a spectral linewidth of;0.1
cm21 and a repetition rate of 10 Hz. A Burleigh WA-4500
wavemeter was used to control the OPO radiation frequency,
providing an absolute accuracy better than 1 cm21 for the IR
radiation frequency. A mask with a circular hole of 4 mm in
diameter attached on the sample substrate limited the area
probed by IR spectroscopy. Since the size of this hole is
smaller than both the beam of the spectrometer and the IR
pumping beam, the probed area is fully irradiated. The IR
radiation energy was measured at the sample position with a
pulsed energy meter~Molectron!, and it was 0.1–0.6 mJ per
pulse for the 2900–7000 cm21 region. The pumping beam
was quasicollinear with the spectrometer beam and the inter-
ference filters transmitting in the 2000–500 cm21 or in the
3300–1100 cm21 regions attached at the spectrometer detec-
tor prevented the pumping radiation from reaching the detec-
tor. Another bandpass filter~1500–700 cm21! placed be-
tween the globar source and the sample eliminated globar-
induced rotamerization oftrans formic acid. These filters
limited the spectral window of the IR absorption spectra re-

FIG. 1. Cis andtrans formic acid conformers. Thetrans→cis isomerization
is induced by vibrational excitation while the inversecis→trans process
occurs in dark via tunneling. The tunneling rate is temperature dependent.
The cis conformer is higher in energy than thetrans form by 1365 cm21 as
estimated experimentally in the gas phase~Ref. 16!.
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corded during pumping to the 1500–700 or 1500–1100 cm21

regions.
Photoequilibrium is established under IR pumping of the

trans conformer as a result of the interplay betweencis-
formic acid generation and its depletion due to tunneling~see
Fig. 1!. At the equilibrium the pumping and tunneling rates
are equal:

kp~n!@ trans#eq5kt~T!@cis#eq. ~1!

Hence, the pumping ratekp(n) can be determined from the
tunneling ratekt(T) and the ratio of thecis andtransphoto-
equilibrium concentrations. For solid argon at 8 K,kt(T) is
2.331023 s21 and it is not affected by the local
environment.23 It should be mentioned that the pumping
takes place on a time scale~5 ns! which is very short com-
pared with the interval between pulses~100 ms! and thus
essentially an averaged pumping rate is measured. Between
the pump pulses the concentration of thecis conformer is
practically constant. The concentration of thecis conformer
was followed using the integrated absorption of the intense
CO–COH deformation~CO–COH def.! mode in the 1250–
1240 cm21 region. In the available spectral window to record
the IR spectrum during pumping~limited by the filters!, there
are no bands oftrans-formic acid that can be used to follow
directly the concentration of this form. Instead, we used the
ratio of the absorption cross sections of the O–CvO bend-
ing of the trans form ~dOCO observed at'630 cm21! and
the CO–COH def. band of thecis form to calculate the ratio
of the cis and trans photoequilibrium concentrations as fol-
lows:

DAT
dOCO5aDAC

CO–COHdef, ~2!

@cis#eq

@ trans#eq
5S DAT

AT
02DAT

D
dOCO

, ~3!

whereDA is the pumping-induced change of the integrated
absorption,A0 is the initial ~before irradiation! integrated
absorption, the subscriptsC and T referring to thecis and
trans forms, respectively. The value ofa was accurately de-
termined from the change of integrated absorptions of the
corresponding bands induced by IR pumping in separate ex-
periments without filters.

The pumping rate is proportional to the quantum yield,
f( i ), of the rotamerization process, the absorption cross sec-
tion of the excited mode of thetrans conformer@sT

i (n) in
cm2#, and the photon intensity of the pumping~I in s21 cm22!
as

kp~n!5f~ i !sT
i ~n!I ~n!, ~4!

where i refers to theith excited vibrational mode. The ab-
sorption cross section is obtained using the measured IR ab-
sorption at a given excitation frequency, the formic acid con-
centration and the matrix thickness. Equation~4! is used to
calculate the quantum yields once the pumping rates were
extracted via Eq.~1!.

III. COMPUTATIONAL MODEL
FOR HINDERED ROTATION

Interaction of molecules with matrix atoms shifts the ab-
sorption bands from their gas phase values. The main contri-
bution to the perturbation of the rotational spectra of trapped
molecules comes from the electrostatic potential exerted by
the lattice atoms, and the coupling of lattice vibrations to the
molecular vibration and rotation. The theory of rotation of
molecules in condensed phase has been investigated
repeatedly.24–30 In this work, we use the theoretical descrip-
tion of rotational energy levels of a polyatomic molecule
isolated in an octahedral field, developed by Flygare.24 This
formulation was previously applied for a symmetric top.31 In
this model, only the electrostatic effects on the rovibrational
spectrum are considered and the rotational-translational cou-
pling effects are neglected. Furthermore, quantum effects
such as Pauli repulsion due to overlapping electronic wave
functions are ignored. This seems to be a good approxima-
tion due to the fact that most of the observed vibrations of
formic acid isolated in rare-gas matrices are redshifted from
the gas-phase values. Although this model is rather simpli-
fied, it can provide helpful information for the interpretation
of the experimental data with respect to librational motion of
the trapped molecule.

A FORTRAN 90code was written to calculate the Hamil-
tonian matrix elements in the free rotor basis set according to
Flygare’s formalism and to diagonalize this matrix.24 This
FORTRAN 90 code is also used to calculate the dipole-
transition moments according to the formulation described in
Ref. 31. The program uses as an input three parameters de-
scribing the lattice potential (VJ,VK,VM), the gas-phase ro-
tational constants,32,33 and the temperature (T58 K). The
basis set contained 2244 basis functions corresponding to a
maximum value of the quantum numberJ515. The same
potential parameters are employed for the fundamental and
excited vibrational states. The calculated stick spectrum was
displayed using Gaussian functions with a linewidth of 0.6
cm21. This program was found to reproduce accurately the
energy levels of the hindered rotation of linear molecules
reported in the literature.29 The program also reproduced the
symmetric top spectral features obtained in Ref. 31 as a func-
tion of temperature for several values of the rotational bar-
rier.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The pumping rate for the photoinducedtrans→cis con-
version of formic acid isolated in solid argon (kp) was ex-
tracted as a function of the excitation frequency as described
above. This dependence@kp(n)# is hereafter called a ‘‘reac-
tive vibrational excitation~RVE! spectrum,’’ in analogy with
Ref. 3. This data is presented in Figs. 2 and 3 for the two
major sites observed in an argon matrix.12 It has been shown
recently that these sites do not interconvert when the matrix
is exposed site-selectively to IR radiation.12 The molecules
with the OH stretching~nOH! absorption at 3548.2 and
3550.5 cm21 are by definition isolated in site 1 and site 2,
respectively. An equal absorption cross section was assumed
for the same vibrational modes of molecules in the two sites.
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Some support for this approximation was obtained by com-
paring the relative intensities of various vibrational modes
for both sites, which were roughly unaffected by the local
environment. This led to the estimation of the site distribu-
tion as 62% of formic acid molecules in site 2 and 38% in
site 1. The absorption spectra are also shown in Figs. 2 and 3
for comparison.

The calculations on formic acid isolated in solid argon
lead to an energy difference between the conformers of 1123
cm21 ~13 kJ mol21! and atrans→cis energy barrier of 3810
cm21 ~45.6 kJ mol21!.23 Thus, the excitation energies used in
this study allowed us to obtain the RVE spectra at energies
above the torsional barrier@pumping the nOH overtone
~2nOH! at 6930 cm21 or the combination of thenOH with
the COH–CO deformation mode~nOH1COH–CO def.! at
4650 cm21# and at energies considerably below the barrier
@pumping the CH stretching~nCH! at 2950 cm21#. All ex-
cited modes in this range were found to be active in promot-
ing the trans→cis rotamerization~see Figs. 2 and 3!. The
RVE spectra were used to determine the quantum yields for
the excited vibrations and the results are listed in Table I and
plotted as a function of the excitation energy in Fig. 4.

The RVE spectra revealed an interesting and important
feature: in addition to thetrans→cis isomerization induced
at exact resonance, the process occurs under pumpingat
higher energiesfrom the main absorption band. Broad bands
blueshifted from thenOH fundamental and overtone modes
appear in the RVE spectra~see Fig. 5!. A similar behavior is
also observed in the case of the combination mode of the

nOH with the C–O torsion~nOH1tCOH at 4184 cm21!.
The broadness and low intensities of these sidebands prevent
their direct observation in the IR absorption spectra.

As seen in Figs. 2 and 3, the relative peak intensities
differ in the RVE and IR absorption spectra. The most sig-
nificant difference is observed for the CH stretching mode
~nCH! whose pumping rate is at least 2 orders of magnitude
lower than for thenOH fundamental or the carbonyl stretch-
ing overtone~2nCvO!. A reliable difference is also ob-
served in thenOH region for site 2 when comparing the
relative intensities of thenOH ~3550.5 cm21! band and the
narrow blueshifted satellite band at 3556.7 cm21 ~see Fig. 2!.
For site 2, the IR absorption spectrum of this region is shown

FIG. 3. ~a! RVE spectrum for the IR-inducedtrans→cis isomerization of
formic acid isolated in solid Ar at 8 K~j, site 1 ands, site 2! and ~b!
absorption spectrum oftrans-formic in the 4660–4645 cm21 and 4200–
4160 cm21 regions.

TABLE I. Quantum yield for the IR-inducedtrans→cis rotamerization in
formic acid.a

Excited mode

Quantum yield~f!

Site 1 Site 2

2nOH 0.17 ~6930.3! 0.07 ~6934.8!
nOH1COH–CO def. 0.15 ~4649.6! 0.21 ~4651.4!
nOH1tCOH 0.21 ~4183.6! 0.41 ~4185.2!
nCH1CO–COH def. 0.25 ~4171.8! 0.20 ~4175.1!
nOH1lib. 0.050 ~3553.7! 0.12 ~3556.7!
nOH b ~3548.2! 0.039 ~3550.5!

* 0.024 ~3546.7! ¯ ¯

2nCvO ¯ ~3519.0! 0.051 ~3515.7!
nCH 1.431024 ~2956.1! 8.431025 ~2953.1!

aThe position of the absorption band of each site is given in parentheses
~cm21!. Symbols:n, stretching; def., deformation;t, torsion; lib., libration.

bThis value is omitted due to low accuracy of the measurements determined
by the very low concentration oftrans-HCOOH in site 1 in the photoequi-
librium. The absorption band marked with~* ! is not assigned.

FIG. 2. ~a! RVE spectrum for the IR-inducedtrans→cis isomerization of
formic acid isolated in solid Ar at 8 K~j, site 1 ands, site 2! and ~b!
absorption spectrum oftrans-formic acid in the 3565–2945 cm21 region.
The RVE spectrum in thenCH region is magnified by a factor of 102. The
pumping rate value for the excitation of thenOH in site 1 is omitted due to
the low accuracy of the measurements. The band marked with~* ! was not
assigned.
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in detail in Fig. 6. The narrow blueshifted satellite band is
here assigned to a combination between thenOH mode and
the librational motion of the molecule~nOH1lib.!. As shown
in Fig. 6, a similar blueshifted librational satellite band was
observed for DCOOH. This assignment is supported by
simulations of hindered rotation of the trapped molecule in
the matrix cage to be discussed below.

V. DISCUSSION

A. Quantum yield for the trans \cis isomerization

Four combination modes oftrans-formic acid with ener-
gies above the isomerization barrier were pumped site-
selectively: 2nOH ~6932 cm21!, nOH1COH–CO def.~4650
cm21!, nOH1tCOH ~4184 cm21!, andnCH1CO–COH def.
~4173 cm21!.12 At these excitation energies, the isomeriza-
tion quantum yield is;20% ~see Table I!. The efficiency of
the process is rather independent of the excited modes and
no major differences between the trapping sites are observed
either ~see Fig. 4!. Interestingly, the quantum yield
values determined for this relatively small molecule are
very large when compared to the values reported for
CH2FC~F)vCH2 (1027– 1024).13 Similarly high quantum
yields were previously estimated for the photoisomerization
process in the HONO molecule by excitation of thenOH.14

The high quantum yields imply that the time scale for the
trans→cis isomerization is shorter than the time scale for
vibrational relaxation within thetranswell. The latter is dic-
tated by the rate of energy transfer to the lattice which, in
turn, depends on the energy gaps between the intramolecular
vibrational levels. For small molecules, such as formic acid,
there may exist large energy gaps acting as bottlenecks for
relaxation.

For pumping above the isomerization barrier, there are
some fluctuations of the quantum yield values to be noticed
in Table I. For example, in site 2, quantum yields for the
2nOH andnOH1tCOH modes differ by a factor of 6. The

quantum yield for thenOH1tCOH mode differs by a factor
of 2 depending on the site~see Table I!. These results could
be considered as some limited evidence of site- and mode-
specific effects. The observed deviations from the averaged
value are rather small compared, for example, with the varia-
tions of quantum yield reported for deuterated ethane~order
of magnitude!.6 In our experiments, the quantum yield ex-
tracted for 2nOH has somewhat larger uncertainty~compared
with the other modes! due to experimental reasons.

The quantum yield was also estimated for four vibrations
below the predicted torsional barrier: combination ofnOH
with the librational motion of the molecule~nOH1lib., 3555
cm21!, nOH ~3549 cm21!, 2nCvO ~3516 cm21!, andnCH
~2955 cm21!. The value obtained for thenOH mode in site 2
is lower by a factor of 3 than that for its librational satellite
~see Table I!. In a study on librational motion of the hydroxyl
ion isolated in alkali halide crystals, it was suggested that the
excited stretching and stretching-libration combination states
should have different decay mechanisms.34 The enhanced ef-
ficiency of the combination mode may be due to the stronger
coupling between this mode and the reaction coordinate. For
HONO, it was previously suggested that the presence of an-

FIG. 5. Spectra of formic acid in the 2nOH ~a–c! and nOH ~d–f! region
showing the presence of the phonon sideband in the RVE spectra~j, site 1
ands, site 2!: ~a! and~d! IR-absorption spectra.~b! and~e! RVE spectra;~c!
and~f! expansion of the RVE spectra. The absorption maxima should not be
compared between these two spectral regions because different matrices
were used to collect these spectra.

FIG. 4. Quantum yield~in logarithmic scale! for IR-induced trans→cis
isomerization of HCOOH isolated in Ar at 8 K as afunction of the excita-
tion energy~j, site 1 ands, site 2!. The points correspond to the following
vibrational modes:;6930 cm21: 2nOH; ;4650 cm21: nOH1COH–CO
def.; ;4185 cm21: nOH1tCOH; ;4175 cm21: nCH1CO–COH def.;
;3550 cm21: nOH; ;3515 cm21: 2nCvO; ;2955 cm21: nCH. The esti-
mated energy barrier for the reaction is 3810 cm21. A dotted line guides the
eye.
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gular momentum enhances the energy transfer to the tor-
sional mode.35

The energy dependence of the quantum yield for excita-
tion below the energy barrier for thetrans→cis conversion is
attributed to the tunneling between thetransandcis potential
wells.23 At these excitation energies, the quantum yield is
limited by the tunneling probability between the potential
wells. On the other hand, there are no such limitations for the
quantum yield when the molecule is pumped with energy
above the torsional barrier. The energy relaxation mechanism
that channels the excitation energy into the reaction coordi-
nate is clearly very complex, and its thorough theoretical
investigation is highly desirable.

B. Phonon-sideband excitation

The RVE spectra reveal broad bands at higher energies
from intramolecular vibrations~see Fig. 5!. Photoinduced
processes activated far from obvious absorption bands have
been earlier assigned to excitation of two kinds of weak
combinations: librational modes of the isolated molecule or
lattice phonons with intramolecular vibrations.36,37 In this
work, the broad satellite bands in the RVE spectrum are char-
acteristic of phonon sidebands of intramolecular vibrational
transitions observed in pure molecular solids,38 the zero-
phonon-line~ZPL! corresponding to the intramolecular vi-
bration. These phonon sidebands originate from the simulta-
neous excitation of an intramolecular vibration and a lattice
phonon by one photon. Intense phonon sidebands are com-
monly observed for electronic transitions39,40 when the most
probable vertical transition involves a certain number of lat-
tice phonons.41 In most of the cases, the vibrational spectra
of matrix-isolated species consist mainly of sharp ZPLs

showing little indications of phonon sidebands. This differ-
ence is due to weaker vibration-phonon coupling compared
with electron–phonon coupling.

The calculated one-phonon density of states of pure solid
argon is about 70 cm21 broad,39,42,43which is in agreement
with the'65 cm21 wide band observed in the RVE spectrum
above thenOH band~3549 cm21!. Pumping at energies be-
low the ZPL is inefficient in promoting isomerization, which
is due to the low probability of the anti-Stokes process~when
an existing phonon contributes to the vibrational transition!
at the matrix temperatures. The ratio of the intensity of the
phonon sideband to the ZPL is a measure of the coupling of
the involved vibration with the lattice phonons.39 In the RVE
spectra, the measured ratio of the pumping rates for these
two bands is;0.08. The actual ratio of the absorption bands
may differ from this value if the quantum yield differs be-
tween the ZPL and the phonon sideband. As shown in Fig. 5,
for the 2nOH the apparently nonresonant excitation was de-
tected up to 40 cm21 from the ZPL. Our sensitivity to probe
the phonon sideband of this mode is limited due to the fact
that the ZPL is more than one order of magnitude weaker
than the ZPL of the fundamental vibration. Nevertheless,
some estimation of the coupling efficiency of the 2nOH
mode can be made comparing the ratio of the absolute inten-
sities of the ZPL and that of the phonon sideband at;20
cm21 from the ZPL for thenOH fundamental and overtone
modes. Within our accuracy, this gives similar coupling effi-
ciency for both modes.

The RVE spectrum appears to be useful to probe phonon
sidebands that are in most cases not observed in the IR ab-
sorption spectrum. The increase of sensitivity to the weak
and broad spectral features in the RVE method as compared
with the IR absorption is explained by the essential absence
of noisy background. Notice that the signals in the RVE
spectra come from the efficiency of a given excited vibration
to induce the isomerization reaction. The pumping rate is
determined indirectly from the absorption of a certain vibra-
tional mode of the reaction product~cis-HCOOH here!,
which was chosen due to its large absorption cross section in
order to maximize sensitivity. In other words, this advantage
is analogous to the situation with the high sensitivity of lu-
minescence spectroscopy as compared with absorption spec-
troscopy. As shown above, a significant part of the oscillator
strength can be carried by the phonon sideband. This possi-
bility should be kept in mind when making accurate deter-
minations of the band intensities in solid matrices.31 In addi-
tion, while studying processes promoted by IR light one
should be aware that due to phonon sidebands the processes
can be induced over a broad spectral range in an apparently
nonresonant way.

C. Librational motion

The IR absorption spectrum in thenOH spectral region
of HCOOH and DCOOH isolated in solid Ar reveals the
presence of narrow bands blueshifted by 6 and 9 cm21 from
the fundamental absorptions, respectively. In this section, we
will discuss the assignment of these bands to the combina-
tion of the librational and vibrational motions of the mol-
ecule.

FIG. 6. IR absorption bands observed in thenOH region of HCOOH and
DCOOH isolated in site 2 in an Ar matrix at 8 K~downwards! and simulated
spectra on the basis of the hindered rotation of the molecule in the matrix
~upwards!. The experimental spectra are difference spectra showing the re-
sult of the site-selective pumping of molecules in site 2. The band marked
with ~* ! belongs totrans-HCOOH in site 1 and it is seen here due to the
limited site-selectivity caused by the overlap of the absorption bands at the
irradiation wavelength. For the simulated spectra, the calculated transitions
on the basis of the hindered rotation model~Ref. 24! were plotted with
Gaussian bands~FWHM50.6 cm21!.
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For HCOOH, site 2 exhibits one weak blueshifted satel-
lite at 3556.7 cm21 in addition to the mainnOH fundamental
band at 3550.5 cm21 ~see Fig. 6!.12 HCOOH in site 1 shows
one main band due to thenOH fundamental mode at 3548.2
cm21 and two weak satellite bands at 3553.7 and 3546.7
cm21.12 Simply by summing the fundamental transitions, the
combination modes that could explain the observed satellites
are thenCH plus OCO deformation~nCH1dOCO;3583
cm21! and thenCH plus COH torsion~nCH1tCOH;3590
cm21!, which are 20–40 cm21 higher than the observed
bands. For DCOOH, site 2 exhibits one weak blueshifted
satellite at 3560.9 cm21 in addition to thenOH main band at
3551.7 cm21 ~see Fig. 6!.12 Site 1 of DCOOH shows two
weak satellite bands at 3562.5 and 3547.2 cm21 and one
main band assigned tonOH at 3549.9 cm21.12 The observa-
tion of a similar absorption pattern in thenOH spectral re-
gion of both isotopologues shows that the weak satellites
observed cannot originate from combination modes involv-
ing thenCH vibration. No other second order combinations
or overtones without involving the C–H bond are expected
in this region.

In a recent paper, the rotationally resolvednOH andnCH
spectral regions of HCOOH and DCOOH monomers were
analyzed in liquid He droplets.44 In that study, the accidental
resonant mixing between thenOH and thenCH1dOCO and
nCH1tCOH combination modes was shown to give rise to a
triplet at 3571, 3569, and 3566 cm21. In He droplets, the
nOH fundamental couples via Fermi resonance with thenCH
1dOCO combination mode that, in turn, interacts with the
nCH1tCOH mode via Coriolis coupling.44 The assignment
made for the observed bands in He droplets was supported
by the absence of the same spectral pattern in thenOH re-
gion of the DCOOH isotopologue. This indicates different
origins for the weak blueshifted bands observed in Ar matrix
and in He droplets.

The coupling of thenOH mode with the librational mo-
tion of the molecule can explain the observed spectrum for
the two isotopologues in thenOH region. Several small mol-
ecules have been shown to exhibit rotation in rare gas
matrices.8,9,31,45–47Hindered rotation of a molecule in the
matrix cage gives rise to librational motion.

In the simulations, the three components of the rotational
barrier @VJ,VK,VM# were taken as free parameters to fit the
calculated rovibrational spectrum to the observed spectrum
in the nOH region for both HCOOH and DCOOH. As ex-
pected, forVJ5VK5VM50 cm21 the spectra show the char-
acteristic pattern of free rotation. When the rotational barri-
ers are large enough the hindered rotation gives rise to two
satellite bands equally shifted to higher and lower energies
from the main band. The shift of the satellite bands from the
main band increases and their intensity decrease as the bar-
rier increases. The blueshifted satellite band corresponds to
the sum combination while the redshifted band corresponds
to the difference combination. The expected lower popula-
tion of the excited librational levels at the low working tem-
perature~8 K! determines the weaker intensity of the red-
shifted satellites when compared with the blueshifted ones.

The position of the librational satellite was found to be
essentially dependent on theVJ value and rather insensitive

to theVK andVM values. Reasonably good fits to the experi-
mental values were obtained withVJ511 cm21 for HCOOH
andVJ518 cm21 for DCOOH, irrespectively of the value of
VK andVM, which were varied independently from 0 to 100
cm21. As an illustration, in Fig. 6 the spectra obtained with
the optimizedVJ values for both isotopologues andVK

5VM50 cm21 is shown. Some isotopic effect is expected
due to the different hexadecapole moments of the two isoto-
pologues arising from the different position of the center of
mass for the O–H and O–D forms. As shown in Fig. 6, the
hindered rotation model reproduces the position and relative
intensity of the blueshifted satellite of thenOH observed for
both HCOOH and DCOOH, thus giving confidence to the
assignment. The redshifted bands were not experimentally
observed, which is also in agreement with the simulations
that give a very low intensity for these bands. Though this
qualitative explanation of the observed satellites is based on
a simple application of Flygare’s model, the main features of
the experimental spectra are well reproduced. A more de-
tailed theoretical analysis is outside the scope of the present
work.

In addition to the blueshifted satellite, for site 1 of
HCOOH and DCOOH it is also possible to observe a band
that is about 2 cm21 redshifted from the purenOH funda-
mental band~see Fig. 2!. This band cannot be associated
with a librational band due to its small shift from the funda-
mental and its higher intensity when compared with the blue-
shifted librational satellite. Currently we have no explanation
for this band.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The trans→cis rotamerization of formic acid in solid Ar
was induced site- and mode-selectively by using narrowband
IR irradiation in the 7000–2950 cm21 region. All excited
modes in this region were active in promoting the isomeriza-
tion process. Remarkable is the high absolute value of the
quantum yield~up to 40%! estimated for this isomerization
process. While the details of the isomerization mechanism
are currently unknown this very high efficiency should be of
interest for theoretical modeling. The energy relaxation is
rather independent of both the nature of excited mode and
the trapping site. Nevertheless, the observed deviations from
the average quantum yield value of 20% for excitation ener-
gies above the rotamerization barrier could be an indication
of some specific mode and local environment effects. This
interpretation has to be considered tentative due to the lim-
ited accuracy of the present experiments. Tunneling is an
important mechanism involved in the rotamerization of for-
mic acid essentially evidenced by thetrans→cis isomeriza-
tion induced by excitation of thenCH mode. Excitation of
this mode introduces an energy in the system which is con-
siderably below the energy barrier.

The RVE spectrum reveals the solid state effects on the
vibrational spectroscopy of formic acid isolated in an Ar ma-
trix. Broad RVE bands blueshifted from the intramolecular
vibrations were assigned to phonon sidebands. In general,
such weak and broad bands are not observed in the IR ab-
sorption spectra. Additionally, narrower bands blueshifted
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from the purenOH band observed both in the RVE and IR
absorption spectra of HCOOH were assigned to librational
satellites.
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